RFID White paper
Dynamic beam steering
is essential to reliably
interpret merchandise
movements
RFID in retail stores
Traditionally, RFID antennas have a single beam to register if a
label is in the field. With the single beam technology however,
it is not possible to make reliable judgments on the exact
position or movement of an RFID label. Typical challenges of
RFID readers for EAS include:
•
Distinguishing between people who walk too close to the
system from people who walk underneath or through the
system.
•
Effective filtering of stray tags that are too close to the
system.

Executive Summary
Fixed RFID readers play an important role in the RFID
deployment in retail stores for goods receiving, stock
room-to-sales floor movements and loss prevention (EAS).
To ensure an optimum performance, each of these roles
demand a different set of features. Fixed RFID readers with
beam steering offer significant advantages for RFID-based
loss prevention. Using RFID overhead readers for EAS, the
beam steering feature produces reliable stray tag filtering
and direction detection, thereby boosting the reader’s
effectiveness for EAS. Nedap’s !D Top with the new Aerial
update uses beam steering for an improved performance.

Dynamic beam steering principles
With Dynamic Beam Steering, the beams of the antenna can be
steered electronically in multiple directions. This technology
reads the RFID tags using three different beams directed in three
different directions. When this happens, the technology assumes
the label is moving in a particular direction (i.e., from Beam 1
toward Beam 2 & Beam 3). This is how beam steering in its basic
functionality works.
Nedap’s ceiling mounted RFID reader, the !D Top, is equipped
with an antenna array that dynamically creates a multitude of
independent beams in different directions. That makes it possible
to determine whether a label is really passing the system or just
a stray tag. Using dynamic beam steering, the !D Top also detects
which direction a, RFID label is moving, making it possible to
accurately monitor whether or not the tag is leaving the store

Traditional Challenges
Typical challenges of RFID readers
for EAS include:
• Distinguishing between people
that walk along the system
from people that walk under or
through the system.
• Effective filtering of stray tags
that are really close to the
system.

Aerial Update
The Electronic Product Code (EPC) and RFID introduce a 3rd way
of doing it that enables retailers to combine convenience and
security by connecting mPOS solutions with RFID-based loss
prevention systems. For this, the EPC - which identifies a unique
product, a layer deeper than EAN or UPC barcodes, is used as
common identifier. This EPC code provides both the EAN or UPC
code for product identification, plus a unique serial number that
defines the specific product. The required EPC code can easily be
printed as a GS1 DataMatrix barcode (similar to a QR code) on an
RFID label.
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